Agricultural Lighting
Quality Engineering and Design
Q-UFO HIGH BAY
Q-LINE LINEAR HIGH BAY
Q-FIT LINEAR RETROFIT
Q-DIM SMART DIMMING CONTROL
Q-LED FLAT PANELS
Reduce Energy Consumption | Improve Animal Health

Create Something Better For Your Space
Install our LEDs
LED technology has come a long way. Today’s LEDs surpass other forms of lighting by providing
tailored light using a fraction of the energy. However, not all LED lights are made the same and many
manufacturers use sub-standard components. All LEDs are more efficient when compared to metal
halide or incandescent bulbs and that’s where too many companies stop. They offer a warranty that
sounds good, until your fixture breaks. We stand by our products and we stand by our customers.
We will work with you to create a lighting plan that performs well and continues to perform year
after year.

We use science.
A great deal of research has been conducted about the light effects on people and animals. Our LEDs
are engineered to provide the light you need. Our lights can be controlled to provide precisely the
amount of light needed to maintain health and productivity. Proper lighting designs take into
consideration the people and animals that occupy the spaces to be lit. We know humans are
sensitive to light flicker. We also know that when light levels are correct; horses have more energy,
cows produce more milk and chickens lay more eggs. You can save more money and make more
money at the same time. It’s not magic, it’s science.
➢ The Q-UFO and Q-LINE linear High Bays provide excellent illumination when higher light
levels are needed. They are designed to stand-up to dimming control in harsh environments.
➢ The Q-FIT linear retrofit is an excellent choice for replacing fluorescent fixtures. It comes in a
variety of sizes to meet your specific needs. They are also dimmable.
➢ The Q-DIM dimming control box is an excellent choice if you need to moderate and change
the light, particularly for livestock. It is programmable so you can set the conditions you
need and walk away.

Get the most out of your lighting.
We take your bottom line to heart. Contact us so we can help you develop a stress-free performance
lighting plan. You’ll be glad you did.

Quasar International, LLC
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Suisse +41 78 730 78 97
France +33 788 344 899

DESCRIPTION
The Q-UFO High Bay fixture is a compact but powerful system that can be mounted to a fixed point or suspended.
They are perfect for agricultural and industrial applications such as stables, arenas and warehouses. These highly
efficient lighting fixtures are available in 100W, 150W, 200W and 240W power choices providing 13,000-36,000
lumens. Choose your preferred 3000K-6000K color temp. Dimming options are also available. It is engineered to emit
zero blue light or ultra-violet radiation. 5-year guarantee.

SPECIFICATIONS
Housing:

Aluminum, IP66

Dimensions:

126mm x 270mm, 142mm x 330mm

Voltage:

AC 100V/277V input @ 50-60Hz

Approvals:

cUL, DLC, CE, RoHS rated

LED Engine:

Meanwell drivers, Citizen boards, Lumileds LEDs

LUMENS:

13,000-36,000

Sensor:

Optional occupancy sensor

Finish:

Finish Black

Dimming:

Triac, Dali and 0-10V Dimming options available

CRI:

70+

Mounting:

Suspended by mounting loop

Distribution:

General High Bay Distribution

Options:

Clear acrylic or aluminum housing/deflector
High Output available for each Wattage.

50%

You can save
or more on energy consumption

FIXTURE OPTIONS
Ordering Example: UFO-200W-150-*(5000K-0-10V)

*Specify color temp and dimming options if applicable.
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DESCRIPTION
The Q-LINE LED Linear High Bay fixture is designed for harsh agricultural or industrial applications. It can withstand
the corrosive vapors from animals and excessive dust accumulation. It is suitable for use in wet locations and is IP65 rated for pressure washing. This highly efficient lighting fixture is available in 100W, 150W, and 200W models.
Choose a color temperature from 3000K-6500K and your dimming preference. It is engineered to reduce glare,
animal stress and can be controlled through dimming to improve the health and productivity of animals. It meets
the DS700 & DS/EN 12193 sport arenas and halls standards. 5-year guarantee.

SPECIFICATIONS
Housing:

Aluminum, IP65

Dimensions:

126mm x 270mm, 142mm x 330mm

Voltage:

AC 100V/277V (100V/305V) input @ 47-63Hz

Approvals:

cUL, DLC, CE, RoHS rated

LED Engine:

Meanwell drivers, SMD 2835 chips

LUMENS:

13,000-34,000

Finish:

Finish White

Dimming:

Triac, Dali, 0-10V Dimming options available

CRI:

80+

Mounting:

Surface mount with Z brackets standard
Suspended mounting option available on request

Distribution:

General High Bay Distribution

Options:

Frosted or Clear Glass
Emergency inverter option available for 20W model

50%

You can save
or more on energy consumption

FIXTURE OPTIONS
Ordering Example: QZL4C-150WD-(*Dali-5000K)

*specify dimming and color temp. 3000K-6500K
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DESCRIPTION
The Q-FIT LED Retrofit is a linear fixture designed to replace metal halides, T5 and T8 fixtures in harsh agricultural or
industrial environments. It has an enclosed frosted cover and is powder coated to withstand the corrosive vapors
from animals and excessive dust accumulation. It is suitable for use in wet locations and is IP-65 rated. This highly
efficient lighting fixture is available in 20W, 40W, 55W and 60W and various lengths. Select the appropriate color
temperature (3000K-6500K) and dimming options. It is engineered to reduce glare and avoid animal stress. 5-year
guarantee.

SPECIFICATIONS
Housing:

Aluminum alloy, IP65

Dimensions:

2’, 4’, 5’ (See chart below)

Voltage:

standard AC 220V/240V (185V/264V dimmable)
input @ 47-63Hz

Approvals:

cUL, DLC, CE, RoHS rated

LED Engine:

Internal driver, Printed Circuit Board (PCB)

LUMENS:

2,400-6,900

Finish:

Finish Light Gray

Dimming:

Triac, Dali and 0-10V Dimming options available

CRI:

80+

Mounting:

Surface mount with Z brackets standard
Suspended mounting option available on request

50%

You can save
or more on energy consumption

FIXTURE OPTIONS
Ordering Example: QCO2236-(5000K-EU)

*specify color temp. 3000K-6500K and US/EU voltage
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DESCRIPTION
The Q-DIM Smart Lighting Control Box is a fully programmable dimming control unit. Animals are sensitive to
different light intensities and colors of the light spectrum. Livestock performance and health can be improved
simply by controlling it. Precise and consistent, it has an internal digital CPU for timing and dimming control. It is
fully automatic with an override manual control when needed. You can program the unit to meet daily lighting
requirements and can even simulate daylight transitions. It supports incremental dimming to improve animal
welfare and reduce stress. 5-year Guarantee.
5-year guarantee.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimming:

Leading and trailing edge Triac Dimming or 0-10V

Display:

177mm (7’) LCD Display

Dimensions:

285mm x 200mm x 153.2mm

Approvals:

FCC, RoHS and CE

Voltage:

AC220V (universal) 50/60Hz

Temp Range:

-15° ~50° C / 5° ~122°F

Rel Humidity:

5 ~ 90% without condensation

When using the Q-DIM as a Master Controller or Slave
Dimmer you’re providing your animals with;
•
•
•

smooth dimming
an optimized light spectrum
designated light levels throughout the
day/production cycle.

Not only are you maximizing your overall return on
investment, you’re improving animal health and
productivity.

Triac Wiring

MODEL OPTIONS
Ordering Example: Q-DIM-IDS-4000W

0-10V Wiring
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DESCRIPTION
The Q-LED Flat Panels deliver exceptional lighting while achieving 100-120 lumens per watt. Available in 3000K, 4000K, 5000K and
6000K. These high-end flat panels are perfect for new construction applications or retrofitting existing fluorescent troffer fixtures. This
recessed fixture works well in a variety of applications including office spaces, major retail stores, education, government, and healthcare
facilities.

SPECIFICATIONS
Efficacy:

100-120 LPW

Delivered Light Output:

1500-6000 Lumens

Input Power:

15W, 40W or 60W

CRI:

>80

DLC CCT:

3000K/4000K/5000K/6000K

Input Voltage:

120-240V, frequency 47Hz-63Hz

Standard Guarantee:

5 Years

Dimming:

Triac, 0-10V or Dali dimming available

Mounting:
Light
Guide Plate (LGP):

Recessed
PS
(target mounting
UGR <22)isstandard
standard
Surface(target
PMMA
and Suspended
UGR <19)options
*H model
available

Finish:
Mounting:

Powder coated
Recessed
mounting
whiteisisstandard
standard
Silver finish
Surface
andavailable
Suspended
upon
options
request
available

Finish:

Powder coated white is standard
Silver finish available upon request

50%

You can save
or more on energy consumption
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Recessed mounting is standard. Surface and
suspended mounting kits are available for an
additional price.
Triac, 0-10v and Dali dimming are available.

FIXTURE OPTIONS
Ordering Example: PLA-22-40W-5000K-*(Dali-Suspended-Silver) *if applicable, otherwise leave blank. Non-dimming, recessed and white is standard

